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Abstract
Comprehension of a complex acoustic signal – speech – is vital for human
communication, with numerous brain processes required to convert the acoustics
into an intelligible message. In four studies in the present thesis, cortical
correlates for different stages of speech processing in a mature linguistic system
of adults were investigated. In two further studies, developmental aspects of
cortical specialisation and its plasticity in adults were examined. In the present
studies, electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG)
recordings of the mismatch negativity (MMN) response elicited by changes in
repetitive unattended auditory events and the phonological mismatch negativity
(PMN) response elicited by unexpected speech sounds in attended speech inputs
served as the main indicators of cortical processes.
Changes in speech sounds elicited the MMNm, the magnetic equivalent
of the electric MMN, that differed in generator loci and strength from those
elicited by comparable changes in non-speech sounds, suggesting intra- and
interhemispheric specialisation in the processing of speech and non-speech
sounds at an early automatic processing level. This neuronal specialisation for
the mother tongue was also reflected in the more efficient formation of stimulus
representations in auditory sensory memory for typical native-language speech
sounds compared with those formed for unfamiliar, non-prototype speech sounds
and simple tones. Further, adding a speech or non-speech sound context to syllable
changes was found to modulate the MMNm strength differently in the left and
right hemispheres. Following the acoustic-phonetic processing of speech input,
phonological effort related to the selection of possible lexical (word) candidates
was linked with distinct left-hemisphere neuronal populations. In summary, the
results suggest functional specialisation in the neuronal substrates underlying
different levels of speech processing. Subsequently, plasticity of the brain’s
mature linguistic system was investigated in adults, in whom representations for
an aurally-mediated communication system, Morse code, were found to develop
within the same hemisphere where representations for the native-language speech
sounds were already located. Finally, recording and localization of the MMNm
response to changes in speech sounds was successfully accomplished in newborn
infants, encouraging future MEG investigations on, for example, the state of
neuronal specialisation at birth.
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1. Introduction
1.1. From acoustic signal to intelligible message
Speech signal, a carrier for linguistic meaning, is highly complex in acoustic
terms. Individual speech sounds per se have a complex temporal and spectral
structure, being further modified in continuous speech, in which the phonetic
neighbourhood determines the actual manifestation of co-articulated phonemes
(Clark & Yallop, 1995). A continuous speech stream often carries no clear
indicators for word boundaries, though some acoustic cues for word onsets, like
syllable stress, exist in certain languages to ease the segmentation of individual
words from speech (Cutler & Norris, 1988). In addition to the purely linguistic
dimension, information on, e.g., speaker’s identity and emotional state is
mediated through physical and temporal properties. Yet, despite the vast acoustic
complexity of speech, extracting a semantic meaning from this signal usually is
instant and effortless.
According to the majority of the current psycholinguistic theories (reviewed
by, e.g., Altmann, 1990), comprehension of spoken language is a result of several
subprocesses, launched by matching speech signals with corresponding internally
stored representations. In natural speech, this mapping occurs in a cascading
manner through an estimation of the goodness of fit between the sensory input and
the representations: as the speech stream evolves, the number of possible lexical
candidates is gradually reduced until the recognition is complete (Marslen-Wilson,
1990). This process is presumably affected by top-down control in terms of, e.g.,
preselection of those word candidates that match with the preceding sentence
context. Subsequent to word recognition, further processes (e.g., syntactic
analysis) are still needed in incorporating the word to a full sentence frame.
Given the complexity of cognitive processes underlying speech perception,
high-order specialisation is inevitably required in the brain areas executing these
tasks. In search for neuronal correlates for speech perception and its development,
modern brain-research methods provide information on not only the location of
brain networks involved in speech processing but also on the timing of different
phases of speech processing, thus complementing psycholinguistic views
described above.


1.2. Neural basis of speech perception
In the late 19th century, linguistic abilities were found to depend on the functioning
of distinct brain areas when lesions in specific left-hemisphere regions were
linked with difficulties in production (Broca, 1861) or comprehension of speech
(Wernicke, 1874). More specifically, posterior superior temporal left-hemisphere
areas were associated with deficits in speech comprehension whereas inferior
frontal areas were connected with problems in speech production, suggesting
specialisation within the left hemisphere. Lateralization of speech-related
functions was later observed in behavioural studies, e.g., in dichotic listening
(Kimura, 1961), and in neurological practice, e.g., in determining languagedominant hemisphere with the intra-carotid Amytal test prior to brain surgery
(Wada & Rasmussen, 1960).
The methods measuring changes in regional cerebral blood flow and
metabolism enabled mapping of activated brain areas showing increased blood
flow and metabolism during the presentation of different types of auditory stimuli.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provides stimulation-related
activity maps with spatial resolution of a few millimetres by exploiting blood
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) changes in magnetic resonance signals
(Belliveau et al., 1990). Positron emission tomography (PET), in turn, measures
cerebral distribution of a radioactive marker substance injected into the blood flow
(Yamamoto et al., 1981). In several early fMRI and PET studies, speech stimuli
produced stronger activation in the left than in the right hemisphere when simple
tones, noise, or silence served as a baseline for the comparison (Mazziotta et al.,
1982; Petersen et al., 1988; Zatorre et al., 1992). In contrast, an opposite trend
was observed with non-speech stimuli: musical sounds activated more the right
than the left hemisphere (Mazziotta et al., 1982; Zatorre et al., 1992). To date,
subregions within the left and right hemispheres have been shown to respond
distinctively to different aspects of speech. For instance, individual speech
sounds activate superior temporal areas bilaterally (Binder et al., 2000; Obleser
et al., 2006), whereas left-hemisphere areas outside the primary auditory cortex
show specificity in processing, e.g., phonological and semantic features of speech
(Binder et al., 1997, 2000; Demonet et al., 1992). Further, right-hemisphere areas
have a central role in processing extralinguistic features in speech like emotional
content (Ethofer et al., 2006; Strelnikov et al., 2006). Thus, distributed cortical


networks seem to be involved in speech comprehension, with some elements of
the adult fMRI speech processing pattern occurring as early as in 3-months-old
infants (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002).
1.3. Electrophysiological measures of speech processing in the brain
Electrophysiological methods provide correlates for speech-induced cortical
activity at a temporal resolution of a millisecond scale (Wood et al., 1971). Both
electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) reflect
synchronized post-synaptic neuronal activity, with the detected electric potential
and the concomitant magnetic field being composed of simultaneous activity of
neurons in a small brain area (Hari & Lounasmaa, 1989). EEG and MEG signals
as such provide information on, e.g., rhythmic brain activity (Tallon-Baudry
& Bertrand, 1999) but when brain processes linked with specific stimuli are of
interest, then fractions of EEG or MEG signal phase- and time-locked to each
presentation of a particular stimulus are typically averaged to reveal the eventrelated potential (ERP) or field (ERF). Source localization of MEG and EEG data
faces the inverse problem (Hämäläinen et al., 1993), i.e., the active source(s)
within the brain must be identified by interpreting the external fields measured.
This is often resolved by calculating an equivalent current dipole (ECD) defined
as a current dipole producing the best match between the measured and forwardcalculated magnetic fields in the least-squares sense. The strength and location
of ECDs is more easily estimated for ERFs than for ERPs as conductance
inhomogenities, produced by, e.g., soft tissues of the head and openings in the
skull in infants, affect the electric potentials recorded while leaving the magnetic
fields unaffected (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). However, for the current dipole to be
detectable with MEG, it must have a component tangential to the surface of the
head, whereas current dipoles of any orientation contribute, in principle, to the
EEG signal measured.
L1 minimum-norm estimation provides an alternative for the ECD modelling
(e.g., Ilmoniemi, 1993). For the L1 estimation, the cortex is first modelled by
a triangular mesh. Thereafter, for each time point, a minimum-norm current
estimate (MCE; Uutela et al., 1999) is calculated, yielding strength information
for the current at each triangle. The current distribution is such that it has the
smallest integral of the absolute value of the current density that could generate


the magnetic field measured. The current used to explain the measured magnetic
fields is thus distributed relatively smoothly over a large number of points across
the cortical surface, whereas in the ECD, the current is condensed to one or a few
single points. Unlike the ECD modelling, the MCE requires no a priori information
of the possible source configuration or restriction of the MEG channels included
in the modelling. In practice, for a small number of point-like sources, the MCE
provides a very similar result as dipole modelling, with a tendency to produce
smaller source strengths and more superficial sources than dipole modelling
(Stenbacka et al., 2002).
1.3.1. Brain responses indexing cortical sound processing
Cortical activation elicited by auditory stimuli is associated with distinct
deflections or responses in the ERPs and ERFs labeled as positive or negative
according to their polarity (Picton, 1980; Starr & Don, 1988). Among the
early auditory-cortex generated responses are the P1 response and its magnetic
equivalent P1m that peak at about 50 ms from stimulus onset (Liégeois-Chauvel
et al., 1994). The N1 response and its magnetic equivalent N1m peak at about 100
ms from stimulus onset (Näätänen and Picton, 1987), with evidence for several
subcomponents within the auditory cortex obtained (Sams et al., 1993). These
responses indicate that specific stimulus features, like frequency, are processed
by distinct auditory-cortex neuronal populations organized according to, e.g.,
tonotopy (Mäkelä et al., 1988; Pantev et al., 1988, 1995). For instance, the N1m
source shows sensitivity to different vowels (Kuriki and Murase, 1989, Kuriki
et al., 1995), with the N1m latency and source location being tied with vowel
formant frequencies, i.e., the acoustic features producing phoneme categorization
(Obleser et al., 2004; Tiitinen et al., 2004; Shestakova et al., 2004). However,
there is evidence suggesting that the P1m and N1m magnitudes to speech and
non-speech sounds with equal physical complexity do not exhibit hemispheric
asymmetry (Shtyrov et al., 2000a,b).



1.3.2. Mismatch negativity (MMN) response: A measure of cortical sound
representations
MMN response, and its magnetic counterpart the MMNm, are elicited by a
contrast between a frequently occurring ‘standard’ stimulus and an infrequently
and randomly presented ‘deviant’ stimulus (Näätänen et al., 1978; Hari et al.,
1984; Sams et al., 1985; Näätänen, 1992; Levänen et al., 1993; Ritter et al.,
1995). In addition to changes in discrete sounds, violations against abstract
rules or regularities in sound sequences elicit an MMN (Näätänen et al., 2001;
Winkler and Cowan, 2005). In practice, a difference between the electromagnetic
responses to standard and deviant stimuli represents the MMN/MMNm, with a
subtraction between the responses to standards from that to deviants often used
to delineate the MMN from the exogenous early-stage responses that correlate
with alterations in physical stimulus features. In adults, the MMN typically peaks
between 100 and 200 ms from deviance onset without attentive effort required
from the subject who may perform a difficult visual task, watch a video, or read
during the auditory stimulation. Electromagnetic recordings suggest that the
primary source for the MMN is located in the supratemporal cortex (Sams et al.,
1991; Csépe et al., 1992; Giard et al., 1995; Alho et al., 1993; Alho, 1995). In
addition, an MMN generator within the frontal cortex has been identified (Rinne
et al., 2000, 2005; Opitz et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2002).
MMN elicitation was suggested to reflect the functioning of auditory sensory
memory where new incoming afferent activation is compared with stored
representation(s) for the physical and abstract features of previous auditory
stimulation (Näätänen et al., 2001; Winkler and Cowan, 2005). Further, the MMN
is affected by not only short-term auditory events but also long-term phenomena,
such as linguistic experience and learning: the MMN is enhanced to changes in
native-language speech sounds in comparison with changes in unfamiliar foreignlanguage speech sounds (Näätänen et al., 1997; Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997;
Sharma & Dorman, 2000). Changes in speech-sound segments like syllables or
words produce larger amplitude MMNs when they are in accordance with the
phonological and phonotactic rules of the listener’s mother tongue (Phillips et
al., 2000; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2000; Pulvermüller et al., 2001; Pettigrew
et al., 2004). In agreement with these results, the MMN enhancement to nativelanguage speech sounds follows language acquisition in infancy (Cheour et al.,


1998; Dehaene-Lambertz & Baillet, 1998) and second-language learning in
children (Cheour et al., 2002b) and in adults (Winkler et al., 1999a). Furthermore,
in contrast to the right-hemisphere dominance of the MMN to changes in simple
sound features like frequency and intensity (Paavilainen et al., 1991; Levänen et
al., 1996), the MMN/MMNm to changes in speech sounds of the native language
is typically lateralized to the left hemisphere in adults (Näätänen et al., 1997;
Alho et al., 1998; Rinne et al., 1999; Shtyrov et al., 2000b; Pulvermüller et al.,
2006). In summary, MMN and MMNm data suggest that language experience is
reflected in cortical long-term memory representations, with those for the mother
tongue primarily being located in the left hemisphere in adults.
An MMN-like response to frequency changes may be obtained with electric
recordings in preterm neonates (Cheour-Luhtanen et al., 1996) and with magnetic
recordings in fetuses (Huotilainen et al., 2005; Draganova et al., 2005), suggesting
that auditory frequency discrimination maturates early in the course of human
development (Moore & Guan, 2001). Importantly, the infant MMN is detectable
both during sleep (Alho et al., 1990) and wakefulness (Kurtzberg et al., 1995),
only with somewhat longer latency and ambivalent polarity compared with those
in adults. In infants, an MMN has been demonstrated to spectral (Cheour-Luhtanen
et al., 1995; Cheour et al., 2002a; Dehaene-Lambertz & Pena, 2001) and temporal
changes (Leppänen & Lyytinen, 1997; Leppänen et al., 1999; Kushnerenko et al.,
2001) in speech sounds. Furthermore, in newborn infants, MEG responses have
been obtained to speech sounds (Pihko et al., 2004) and changes in complex tones
(Huotilainen et al., 2003; Cheour et al., 2004; Draganova et al., 2005; Sambeth et
al., 2006), as well as to widely deviant novel sounds (Sambeth et al., 2006).
1.3.3. Responses associated with phonological and semantic processes
When the speech input does not agree with contextual expectations, new lexical
entries, i.e., memory representations for words must be searched. This evaluation
process, the activation and selection of word candidates, involves (1) phonological
analysis, that is, the analysis of the phoneme order and quality in speech-sound
segments and (2) judgment of the semantic appropriateness of the word with the
context. In ERPs, these consecutive processes are linked with the phonological
mismatch negativity (PMN; Connolly et al., 1990, 1992, 1995; Connolly &
Phillips, 1994; Hagoort & Brown, 2000; Revonsuo et al., 1998; van den Brink
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et al., 2001) and the N400 (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980, 1984) responses, peaking at
200–350 ms and from 350 ms onwards, respectively, from stimulus onset. Unlike
the earlier automatic acoustic-phonetic mapping reflected by the MMN response,
which seems to extend to preliminary judgement on the grammatical aspects of
short phrases (Shtyrov et al., 2003), the processing stages reflected by the PMN
and N400 response require attention directed to the speech input.
Both PMN and N400 are characterized by a negative displacement in the
responses to stimuli that do not match with the speech-input expectation compared
with ERPs to stimuli that match with these expectations. Traditionally, sentenceending words are modulated to distinguish the PMN and the N400 from each other
(Connolly & Phillips, 1994). The N400 is elicited when the final words make the
sentence illogical (e.g., The gambler had a streak of bad luggage – ‘luck’ being the
most probable word), indicating sensitivity to the semantic aspects of the stimuli.
In contrast, when the words are not the most likely endings but nevertheless
logical starting with an unexpected phoneme (e.g., When the power went out
the house became quiet – ‘dark’ being the high cloze probability word), then
the PMN is elicited. Thus, the PMN was suggested to reflect the analysis of the
phonological features of speech input independently of semantic meaning, with
the PMN being also elicited by isolated words and even non-words in priming or
phoneme-deletion tasks (Connolly et al., 2001; Newman et al., 2003). Finally,
cortical generators of the N400m have been located to posterior-temporal areas in
MEG recordings (Halgren et al., 2002; Helenius et al., 1999, 2002; Simos et al.,
1997; Mäkelä et al., 2001), while ERP data suggest a left anterior source for the
PMN (Connolly et al., 2001; D’Arcy et al., 2004).
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2. Goals of the present studies
The first four studies of this thesis focused on examining cortical correlates of
speech processing in a mature linguistic system. In Studies I and II, specialisation
in neuronal substrates representing individual speech sounds was examined. Study
III, in turn, tested the effect of context on the processing of changes in speechsound segments. Finally, Study IV continued toward localizing processes involved
in lexical selection, i.e., phonological analysis preceding word recognition.
In the remaining two studies, issues related to plasticity and developmental
aspects of functional specialisation were of interest. Study V followed the
development of representations for an aurally-mediated communication system in
the adult brain. Finally, Study VI tested a method for localizing speech processing
in a newborn brain.
MEG was used in Studies I, III, IV, V, and VI whereas EEG was employed in
Study II.

3. Experimental methods
3.1. Subjects
In Studies I–V, subjects were Finnish-speaking, healthy, and normal-hearing adults
(see Table 1 for details). In Study VI, subjects were healthy, full-term neonates
of Finnish-speaking parents. The infants were examined by a neonatologist
and passed a hearing screening by otoacoustic emissions. A written consent
was obtained from all adult subjects and from one or both of the parents of the
neonates prior to the experiment. The studies were approved by the local ethical
committees.
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Table 1. Details of those subjects included in the statistical analyses

Study

Number of
participants

Number of
males

Age range

Number of
right-handed

I

12

6

20–31 yrs

12

II

8

2

19–34 yrs

7

III: Exp 1

10

4

21–28 yrs

10

III: Exp 2

4

3

25–40 yrs

4

IV

10

6

20–27 yrs

10

V

7

7

19–23 yrs

7

VI

10

4

1–25 days

3.2. Stimulation
To assess the flow of cortical speech-sound processing from an early analysis
stage up to the lexical level, two kinds of experimental procedures were employed.
In Studies I–III and V, the adult subjects were instructed to ignore the auditory
stimuli and to concentrate on watching a self-selected and silenced video, and in
Study VI, the newborn infants were asleep during the recordings (to minimize
movement artifacts). In contrast, in Study IV, an active task with visual and
auditory stimuli was used.
Passive paradigm
In Studies I, III, V, and VI, the traditional ‘oddball’ paradigm was used, with one
sound serving as a standard and one or two other sound(s) as deviant(s). In Study
III, two deviant-standard stimulus contrasts were presented to subjects in every
other sequence of 10, 20, or 30 stimuli. In Study II, so-called roving-standard
paradigm, where the stimulus position in the sequence determines whether this
stimulus was treated as a standard or as a deviant (Fig. 2), was employed. In
this paradigm, the first stimulus of each train of similar sounds, thus a deviant in
13

nature, is classified after the number of preceding identical stimuli, e.g., deviant
after 1, 2 etc. repetitions of the preceding stimulus; thus, the MMN amplitude,
serving as an index of the strength of the underlying standard-stimulus memory
trace, can in this way be linked with stimulus repetition.
The stimulus properties were controlled between the speech and non-speech
standard and deviant stimuli. The details of the stimulation are summarized in
Table 2. In Study I, the physical distance in the second lowest tone between the two
four-tone chords, with A major serving as a standard stimulus and A minor serving
as a deviant stimulus, closely matched with the physical distance in the second
formant between the standard and deviant phonemes /e/ and /o/, respectively (Fig.
1). In Study II, the Finnish-language prototype vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /y/, /ae/,
/oe/, and the corresponding non-prototype vowels, created by transferring the first
and second formants outside the F1–F2 formant space (Fig. 2), were identical in
their fundamental frequency, duration, and intensity; however, the non-prototype
vowels were uncharacteristic for the Finnish language. The sinusoidal tones
varied in frequency between 500 and 2000 Hz, with the ~5% steps resulting in
30 stimuli in total. In Experiments 1 and 2 of Study III, consonant-vowel (CV)
syllable contrasts (/ka/ vs. /ki/ and /te/ vs. /ti/) were presented alone, i.e., in a
global context of speech sounds separated by 980-ms ISI, or within a speechsound or non-speech sound context, i.e., with speech sounds or their non-phonetic
counterparts attached to them. In Experiment 1, the syllable change occurred
in the middle of 3-syllabic “words”: in one contrast, the standard “word” was
/pakana/ (a pagan) and the deviant “word” /pakina/ (a humoristic story) and in the
other contrast, the standard stimulus was /kotelo/ (a box) and the deviant stimulus
/kotilo/ (a shell). In Experiment 2, non-phonetic noise counterparts of the first and
final syllables of these “words” served as the immediate local context (Fig. 3). In
Study V, spoken and Morse-coded (Fig. 5) samples of the syllables ‘ki’ and ‘ka’
served as the standard and deviant stimuli, respectively, in different sequences.
Finally, in the stimulation presented to infants in Study VI, a steady-state vowel
/a:/ was occasionally replaced by a vowel /i:/ or by a vowel /a:/ with a rising pitch
(Fig. 6).
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Table 2. Details of the stimulation for studies with passive paradigm (Studies
I–III, V–VI)

Study

I

Standard
Stimulus

Deviant p for each
Stimulus
dev

/e/

/o/

A major

A minor

0.2

Duration
(ms)

ISI
(ms)

Intensity
Presentation
(dB SPL)

200

300

50

400

300

75

binaural

60

binaural

490

60

binaural

random

60

binaural

binaural/
monaural

roving standard paradigm

II

with prototype and non-prototype
vowels and sinusoids; Fig. 2

III

/ka/

/ki/

/te/

/ti/

critical
0.1

syllable 220;
total 660

alone 980;
within
context
540

alone and within context;
see Fig. 3

V

/ki/ spoken

/ka/ spoken

or coded

or coded

spoken 300;
0.1

coded see
Fig. 5

/i:/

VI

/a:/

/a:/ with a

0.125

300

rising pitch

350–450

ISI = interstimulus interval
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Active paradigm
In Study IV, subjects were trained to replace silently in their minds the first letters
of visually presented words/non-words and thus to create rhymes. In order to
evoke the processing of the phonological aspects of speech input, this anticipation
for a certain phoneme order was either fulfilled or broken by the final auditory
word/non-word (Fig. 4). Each of the 318 trials began with a visual word/nonword (e.g., ‘talo’; ‘a house’ in Finnish), which was then after 300 ms followed by
a letter (e.g., ‘v’). During the 700-ms period, the first letter of the initial word/nonword was replaced with a new letter. Finally, the Ss heard a stimulus that either
matched (e.g., /valo/; ‘a light’ in Finnish) or mismatched (e.g., /koira/; ‘a dog’ in
Finnish) with equal probability (p=0.5) with the word/non-word just formed. The
next trial began after a 300-ms break and presentation of a fixation cue. All the
words and non-words, presented in separate conditions, consisted of 4–6 letters/
phonemes and began with a consonant. The words were common Finnish nouns
and the structure of the non-words followed the orthographic rules of the Finnish
language.
***
In Studies I and II, the speech stimuli were semisynthetic and created according
to a vocal-tract model (Alku, 1992) by employing natural glottal excitation. The
speech sounds of Studies III–VI were uttered by native female speakers of Finnish
and digitized and edited with PC-based programs, which were also used to generate
the non-speech sounds of Studies I, II, and V. The non-phonetic counterparts of
the syllables in Experiment 2 of Study III were synthesized for voiced utterances
as a composite of two tones matching the strongest harmonics of the spectrum of
the corresponding speech sound in the vicinity of the lowest two harmonics. The
unvoiced phonemes were created by exciting with noise a low-order all-pole filter
that matched the spectral envelope of the natural utterance. The auditory stimuli
were binaurally delivered via headphones in Study II and via plastic tubes and
ear pieces in the other studies; in Study I, stimuli were also presented monaurally.
In Study VI, the ear pieces were attached near the infant’s ear on her/his head.
The visual stimuli were presented on a computer screen and the videos on a TV
monitor which, in the MEG recordings, were placed outside the recording room
and viewed through a window.
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3.3. Data collection and analysis
3.3.1. EEG data
In Study II, EEG was recorded with an array of 31 electrodes (Neuroscan Labs,
USA). The electrode sites were referred to an electrode on the nose. The details of
the EEG recording, sampling rate, filtering, artefact rejection, and averaging are
given in Table 3. Extra-cortical activity was monitored with electro-oculogram
(EOG) recorded with electrodes above and below the eye (vertical movements
and blinks) and at the outer canthi (horizontal movements); epochs contaminated
by eye movements or muscle activity exceeding the preset rejection criteria
(see Table 3) were excluded from further analysis. The remaining EEG epochs
were separately averaged for the different stimulus categories (Fig. 2), with
grand-average waveforms for the categories calculated across the subjects. At
least 3 repetitions of the same stimulus were required before being taken as a
standard stimulus. The MMN amplitudes and latencies were determined from
the individual difference curves (ERP to standard stimuli subtracted from that to
deviant stimuli) at 6 fronto-central electrodes as the most negative peak between
100 and 250 ms. In the statistical analyses, ANOVAs for repeated measures were
used for comparing the MMN amplitudes and latencies between the different
stimulus types as the means of the MMN parameters for deviants after 2 and 3
(“few”) and after 4 and 5 (“many”) repetitions of identical stimuli.
3.3.2. MEG data
In Studies I and III–VI, MEG data were collected at the BioMag Laboratory of
the Helsinki University Central Hospital. MEG was recorded with a 122-channel
whole-head magnetometer (Elekta Neuromag Oy, Finland) in Studies I, III
(Experiment 1), and IV, and with a 306-channel magnetometer (Elekta Neuromag
Oy, Finland) in Studies III (Experiment 2), V, and VI. In both devices, the sensor
arrays cover the whole cortex area and are arranged in the shape of a helmet. In
the 122-channel magnetometer, the array consists of 61 dual-sensor units, each
containing 2 orthogonal planar gradiometers. The 306-channel magnetometer has
102 sensor triplets, each consisting of 2 planar gradiometers and one magnetometer.
Subjects were seated under the helmet to record activity simultaneously above the
both hemispheres except in Study VI, where the swaddled infants were placed in
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the supine-positioned helmet so that one hemisphere at a time was resting on the
sensor array whereas the other hemisphere was, due to the small size of infants’
heads, too far from the sensors for reliable data acquisition in most cases. The
measurement was performed in 2 infants only for the left hemisphere, in 6 infants
only for the right hemisphere, and in further 2 infants for both hemispheres in
succession. The adult subjects were instructed not to move during the recordings.
Prior to each block, the position of the subject’s head with respect to the sensors
was measured by activating 4 marker coils that were attached to the subject’s head
and digitized with Isotrak 3D digitizer (Polhemus, VT, USA) prior to the recording.
The anatomical coordinate system, also utilized to express the source locations,
was defined as follows: the x axis passes from the left to the right preauricular
point, the y axis intersects x axis at the right angle and continues through the
nasion, and z axis is normal to the xy plane, pointing upwards (Hämäläinen et al.,
1993).
Table 3. Details of the EEG and MEG data recordings

Artefact rejection
Baseline
threshold
Offline
from
(EOG & EEG:
filtering
stimulus
μV,
values (Hz)
MEG: fT/cm) onset (ms)

Study

Method

Sampling
rate
(Hz)

Epoch
(ms)

I

MEG

398

-100–500

EOG: 150
MEG: 1500

-100–0

0-2–20

II

EEG

250

-100–500

EOG: 150
EEG:100

-100–0

1–30

-100–1200

EOG: 150
MEG: 3000

-100–0

0.5–20

253

-100–800

EOG: 150
MEG: 3000

-100–0

1–20

EOG: 150
MEG: 3000

spoken:
-100–0
coded:
740–840

0.5-1–20

MEG: 1500

-150–0

1–20

III: Exp 1

400
MEG

III: Exp 2
IV

600
MEG

V

MEG

600

spoken:
-100–400
coded:
740–1300

VI

MEG

600

-150–700
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Data sampling and artefact rejection values are given in Table 3 (see the EEG
section for the method of EOG recording). MEG signals during the analyzed
epochs (see Table 3) were online averaged separately for the different stimulus
categories. In Study VI, MEG epochs contaminated by infant head movements
were excluded from further analysis. Further, the short distance of the infant heart
from the MEG sensors caused magnetic cardiac artefacts to the data; these fields
were removed using signal space projection method (SSP; Tesche et al., 1995).
Before actual data analysis, the responses were filtered and baseline-corrected
(Table 3). Filtering was performed with typical values for the MEG method to
remove the effects of external and instrumental noise while preserving the brain
responses. As source modelling, which is especially vulnerable to noise, was used
in the MEG studies a narrower passband than that in the EEG study was employed
to reduce the impact of noise to the modelling results.
Data analyses were performed using equivalent current dipoles (ECDs;
Hämäläinen et al., 1993) in the modelling of the magnetic field patterns in
Studies I, III, V, and VI. A spherical head model (Hämäläinen et al., 1993) was
employed in the ECD calculations, with the sphere origin set at (0, 0, 45) mm in
adults and at (0, 0, 25) mm in neonates in the xyz coordinate system described in
above. For each hemisphere, a subset of MEG channels approximately centered
at auditory cortex was selected for source estimation. The MMNm field patterns
were modelled from difference waves (responses to deviants minus those to
standards). Responses to standards were employed in the modelling of the P1m
sources in Studies I and V and the 250-ms response in infants. The same criteria
were applied for the choice of the MMNm ECD throughout the studies in adults:
the strongest ECD between 100 and 250 ms from deviance onset that indicated
an underlying downward orienting intracellular current (that would be associated
with a negative-polarity ERP response around the central midline scalp sites) and
explained the magnetic field measured with a minimum 60% goodness-of-fit was
selected to represent the MMNm source location and strength. The P1m ECD
selection criteria, in turn, differed only in the underlying intracellular current to
orient upward and the response to peak between 40 and 100 ms from the critical
sound onset. In the infant data, ECD modelling was performed at the response
peak. The ECD orientations were required to agree with source locations within
the temporal areas. In general, it was required that the selected ECD was stabile,
determined by alterations of less than 1 mm in the location and 0.1 nAm in the
strength of the ECD within the adjacent time period of a few milliseconds.
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In Study IV, the presence of PMNm and/or N400m-like responses was first
established by analyzing response amplitudes to the auditory words and nonwords. To this end, a vector sum of each gradiometer channel pair was calculated
on difference waveforms (responses from matching words/non-words subtracted
from those to mismatching words/non-words). In order for the PMNm and
N400m responses to enter source localization, they were required (1) to have
a typical response pattern in temporal MEG channels indicating a downward
orienting intracellular current within time ranges of 200–350 ms and 350–600
ms, respectively; and (2) during at least 50 ms around the PMNm and N400m
response peaks, the mean amplitude of the vector sum had to exceed 1.96 times
(corresponding 0.05 probability level) the mean amplitude during the prestimulus
period. Finally, source localization was performed with L1 minimum-norm
estimation (e.g., Ilmoniemi, 1993) using a spherical model of the head and
resulting in minimum-norm current estimates (MCEs; Uutela et al., 1999). For
the PMNm and N400m responses, MCEs were calculated between 150 ms and
700 ms from the difference waveforms. Activity was integrated within a 25-ms
window centered at the peak of each response and within this time window, the
strongest, downward-oriented current source was selected for the word and nonword PMNm and N400m-like responses, respectively. The same procedure was
employed to establish the N1m current sources for matching and mismatching
words/non-words within the time range of 80–180 ms.
The ECD and MCE modelling results in adults (Studies I, III–V) were
statistically analyzed in ANOVAs with repeated measures. In Study VI, only a few
infants had both left- and right-hemisphere source localization data and therefore
intra-individual ECD values could not be statistically compared with each other.
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4. Results
4.1. Cortical correlates for speech processing in a mature linguistic system
4.1.1. Processing of vowel and chord changes (Study I)
		
This study contrasted cortical processing of stimuli that are physically comparable
but represent different informational categories (phonemes vs. chords), with
acoustical features between the stimulus categories approximately equalized.
The ECD magnitudes revealed that the MMNm to a chord change was stronger
in the right auditory cortex than in the left one, whereas the MMNm to a
phoneme change tended to be stronger in the left than right auditory cortex (a
nearly significant interaction between stimulus type, i.e., chords vs. phonemes
and hemisphere, F(1,11)=3.7, p<0.08; Fig.1). Indeed, the chord change elicited
a significantly larger MMNm than the phoneme change in the right hemisphere
(F(1,11)=28.7, p<0.001). In contrast, no significant difference in the MMNm
magnitude was observed between the stimulus types within the left hemisphere.
This might be related to the quite short duration (200 ms) of the phonetic stimuli,
since left-hemisphere dominance has been repeatedly reported with vowels of
relatively long duration (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1997, Rinne et al., 1999; see Alho
et al. (1998) for the lateralization of short-duration syllables).
In both hemispheres, the chord and phoneme MMNm sources located posteriorly
to those of the P1m, (F(1,11)=11.4, p<0.01) that was used as a reference for the
early auditory-cortex processing of sounds. Further, the MMNm sources for
chords were superior to and the MMNm sources for phonemes were inferior to
the P1m source loci in both hemispheres (interaction between stimulus type and
component in ANOVA with factors stimulus type, stimulus location, hemisphere,
and component, F(1,11)=10.9, p<0.01), whereas the P1m source locations did not
differ statistically significantly between the chords and phonemes (Fig.1).
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Stimulus parameters and results of Study I
(a)

Phonemes

F1

Standard /e/

450 Hz

1866 Hz

2540 Hz

3500 Hz

Deviant /o/

450 Hz

921 Hz

2540 Hz

3500 Hz

Tone 1

Tone 2

Tone 3

Tone 4

Standard A major

440 Hz

1109 Hz

1319 Hz

1760 Hz

Deviant A minor

440 Hz

523 Hz

1319 Hz

1760 Hz

Chords

F2

F3

F4

(b)
MEG responses to phonemes

MMNm ECDs
to phoneme change

Standard /e/
Deviant /o/

MMNm

P1m

40 fT/cm

MMNm

-40fT/cm

MMNm

300 ms

Left

Left
Right
Hemisphere

(c)
nAm
20

MMNm strength

(d)

Right
Hemisphere

P1m and MMNm
ECD loci

Phonemes
Chords

15

mm

Phoneme MMNm
Chord MMNm
Phoneme P1m
Chord P1m

z

60
10

58
56
54

5
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=
=

0
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Right
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Figure 1. (a) Frequency components of phoneme and chord stimuli. (b)
Examples of MEG responses to binaurally presented phonemes in the left and
right hemisphere of an individual subject (left) and the corresponding MMNm
ECDs (right). (c) The left- and right-hemisphere mean MMNm ECD strengths for
phonemes and chords presented binaurally. The standard errors of the mean are
indicated with the vertical bars. (d) The right-hemisphere mean P1m and MMNm
ECD loci to phoneme and chord stimuli presented to the left ear of the subjects.
The error bars indicate the standard errors of the mean.

4.1.2. Effect of familiarity on speech-sound processing (Study II)
This study tested how familiarity of speech sounds affects memory-trace formation
for typical native-language sounds (prototype vowels) and atypical yet phonetic
sounds (non-prototype vowels), and sinusoidal tones. It was found that the MMN
amplitude for change of the prototype and non-prototype vowels after a few (2 or 3)
repetitions of the standard was larger for the prototype than for the non-prototype
vowels (F(1,8)=5.94, p<0.05; Fig. 2). In contrast, when many repetitions (4 or 5)
of identical stimuli occurred prior to the change, then the MMN amplitude did not
differ statistically between the prototype and non-prototype vowels. Similarly, the
MMN to the prototype vowels was larger than that to the sinusoidal tones after
a few repetitions (F(1,7)=7.91, p<0.05), whereas after several repetitions of the
standards, the MMN amplitudes did not statistically differ between the prototypes
and sinusoidal tones. In summary, the MMN amplitudes for the non-prototype
vowels and sinusoidal tones grew gradually with the number of standard-stimulus
repetitions, whereas for the prototype vowels, an opposite trend was observed
(Fig. 2): the MMN was of larger amplitude after only a few repetitions of identical
stimuli and diminished with stimulus repetition. These results were corroborated
by the fact that the MMN to the prototype vowels and sinusoidal tones peaked
earlier than the MMN to the non-prototype vowels when the standards were
repeated only a few times (prototype vowels: F(1,8)=15.1, p<0.01; sinusoidal
tones: F(1,7)=10.7, p<0.05); again, this effect was abolished when the number of
repetitions was increased.
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Experimental paradigm, stimuli, and results of Study II
(a)

(c)

Phonetic stimulus parameters

Prototype
phonemes

2nd formant (Hz)
2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0
0

MMN

MMN

400
600
800
1000

-100 ms

Change after 2 and 3 repetitions
of the standard
Change after 4 and 5 repetitions
of the standard

1400

MMN amplitudes
µV

500 ms

+1 µV

1200

(d)

Non-prototype
phonemes

-1 µV

200

1st formant (Hz)

3000

<

(b)

MMN latencies
ms

-3

160

-2

140

150

130

few

many

few

many

Prototype phoneme change
Non-prototype phoneme change
Sinusoidal tone change

Figure 2. (a) The top line represents a typical stimulus sequence, while the bottom
line shows the averaging procedure. First, there were 5 repetitions of the initial
phoneme /a/, then being replaced with the phoneme /u/ that is repeated 3 times,
etc. At least 3 repetitions of the same stimulus were required before being taken
as a standard stimulus (‘S’). The deviants were averaged to separate categories
according to the number of repetitions of an identical stimulus preceding the
deviant, i.e., deviant after a few (2 or 3 repetitions (‘F’) and deviants after many
(4 or 5) repetitions (‘M’). (b) Illustration of the phonetic stimulus parameters. The
shaded area represents the typical F1–F2 values for Finnish-language vowels,
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the non-prototype vowels locating outside this space. (c) Difference waves as
obtained by subtracting ERPs to standards from ERPs to deviants in the prototype
and non-prototype phoneme condition. Difference waves are shown separately
for means for the change after a few (thick line) and many (thin line) repetitions of
the standard (the approximate electrode location is shown in the insert). (d) The
mean MMN amplitudes and latencies for deviants after a few and many repetitions
of the standard recorded at the electrode shown in the insert in (c).

4.1.3. Effect of context on speech-sound processing (Study III)
As speech sounds rarely occur alone in continuous speech, we wished to determine
whether a local context of speech or non-speech sounds modifies the processing
of consonant-vowel syllables in the left and right hemispheres. To this end, the
MMNm response was recorded to a change of CV syllables presented with speechsounds (Experiment 1) or non-speech sounds (Experiment 2) attached to the
syllables. In both experiments, the syllables were also presented without any local
context (“alone”). In Experiment 1, the MMNm responses to the syllable contrasts
occurring alone and within the speech-sound context were stronger in the left
than in the right hemisphere (F(1,9)=11.5, p<0.01; Fig. 3). However, the context
affected the MMNm magnitude in the left and right hemispheres differently:
in the right hemisphere, the MMNm responses to the syllable contrasts within
the speech-sound context were stronger than the MMNm responses to syllables
changes occurring alone (F(1,9)=10.4, p<0.05). No such effect was present in
the left hemisphere. Tentative results from Experiment 2 with non-speech sounds
as the local context were in agreement with the right-hemisphere findings: the
MMNm magnitude increased by 48% when the syllables were surrounded by the
non-phonetic counterparts of speech sounds compared to when the syllables were
presented alone, but in the global context of syllable stimuli. However, adding
such a non-speech context resulted in a drop in the MMNm magnitude in the left
hemisphere.
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Stimulus examples and results of Study III
Experiment 1

(a)

(b)

Speech-sound context

Alone

Non-speech sound context

/pa/

/ka/

/na/

/ka/

/ka/

/pa/

/ki/

/na/

/ki/

/ki/

MMNm strenght

MMNm strenght

nAm

35

Experiment 2

30

nAm

30
25

25

20

20

15

nt
via ble 15
e
D lla
sy

/ki/ /ti/ /ki/ /ti/
/ki/ /ti/ /ki/ /ti/
Left
Right
Hemisphere
Syllable contrast:
within speech-sound
context (words)
alone

Left
Right
Hemisphere
Syllable contrast:
within non-speech
sound context
alone

Figure 3. (a) The waveforms for the syllable contrast /ka/ (standard) and /ki/
(deviant) are presented in the middle. In Experiment 1 (left), the syllable contrasts
were embedded in a speech-sound context. In Experiment 2 (right), non-phonetic
noise counterparts of the speech sounds served as the local context while the
syllables in the middle remained the same. (b) The mean MMNm ECD strengths
in Experiment 1 for both critical syllable contrasts (left) and in Experiment 2 with
data from both contrasts averaged together (right). The vertical bars indicate the
standard errors of the mean.
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4.1.4. Phonological processing of speech input (Study IV)
MEG responses were recorded to auditory words and non-words that matched or
mismatched, equiprobably, with speech input anticipation created in an active task
(Fig. 4). Three subsequent responses dominated the temporal ERFs to the final
words/non-words: a) the N1m response to both the matching and mismatching
words at around 130 ms, b) the magnetic equivalent of the PMN response
(PMNm) indicated by an enhanced response to the non-matching stimuli, and c)
a later response to the mismatching stimuli, comparable to the magnetic N400
response (N400m) reported to semantically incongruent stimuli (Halgren et al.,
2002; Helenius et al., 1999, 2002; Simos et al., 1997; Mäkelä et al., 2001). The
source localization for the N1m, PMNm, and N400m responses were conducted
with an L1 norm-estimation (MCE; Uutela et al., 1999). The sources for these
responses differed in the anterior-posterior direction in the left hemisphere (words:
F(2,10)=7.10, p<0.05; non-words: F(2,10)=7.19, p<0.05): the word PMNm source
was located on average 25 mm anterior to the word “N400m” source (post-hoc
analysis with p<0.01), and for the non-words, the PMNm source was located on
average 28 mm anterior to the N400m source (p<0.01), with the N1m source
being located in between the word and non-word PMNm and “N400m” sources.
This source configuration did not statistically significantly differ between the
male and female subjects.
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Experimental task and results of Study IV
(a)

visual word/
nonword

letter

'talo'

'v'

200 ms

300 ms

auditory word/
non-word
/valo/ or
/koira/
700 ms

200 ms

(b)

300 ms

200 ms

Left-hemisphere data of S1
Words

Non-words
257 281 ms

308 336 ms
v

v

PMNm

PMNm

352 375 ms

466 490 ms

"N400m"

Match
Mismatch
Mismatch

(c)

next trial

X

"N400m"

40 fT/cm

Match difference waveform

0

100 ms

Individual source locations
Words

PMNm
N1m
"N400m"

Non-words

Right hemisphere

Left hemisphere

28

1 nAm

Figure 4. (a) Illustration of one of the 318 trials in word and non-word conditions.
Each trial began with a visual word/non-word (e.g., ‘talo’; ‘a house’ in Finnish),
which was then after 300 ms followed by a letter (e.g., ‘v’). During the 700-ms
period, the first letter of the initial word was replaced with a new letter. Finally,
the Ss heard a stimulus that either matched (e.g., /valo/; ‘a light’ in Finnish)
or mismatched (e.g., /koira/; ‘a dog’ in Finnish) with equal probability (p=0.5)
with the word/non-word just formed. The next trial began after a 300-ms break
and presentation of a fixation cue. (b) MEG responses and L1 minimum-norm
estimates (MCEs) for an individual subject (S1) to words (left) and non-words
(right). The enlarged responses are channels showing the maximum amplitudes
for the PMNm and N400m-like responses, recorded approximately above the
corresponding cortical sources with the grey vertical bars indicating the 50-ms
period of a statistically significant response. The MCEs from regions of interest
(ROIs with 1-cm radius at the loci of the strongest current) cover a 25-ms time
period centred at the peak of the response. (c) Schematic illustration of individual
source loci of the N1m (black circle), PMNm (white circle) and the N400m-like
(square) responses for words (above) and non-words (below) as superimposed on
a triangle net representing the cortical surface.

4.2. Cortical correlates for evolving communication skills
4.2.1. Acquisition of new auditory skills in adulthood (Study V)
Magnetic brain responses were recorded to Morse-coded (Fig. 5) and comparable
spoken syllable contrasts before and after subjects attained a highly automated
ability to receive the code as a result of almost daily exercise during 3 months.
After the training course, the subjects were able to receive the code at a mean rate
of 61 letters/min. The dominant hemisphere for processing of spoken syllables was
determined by comparing the left- and right-hemisphere mean values of the MMNm
magnitude in the first and second measurements, performed 3 months apart just
before and right after the Morse training course, with each other. The hemisphere
with a larger mean MMNm ECD strength obtained in the two measurement
sessions to the spoken-syllable change was considered the hemisphere where the
speech-MMNm was lateralized and named thus as the speech-MMNm dominant
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hemisphere. In four of the seven Morse code learners, the MMNm to the spoken
syllable change was lateralized to the left hemisphere, this hemisphere considered
thereafter as their speech-MMNm dominant hemisphere. In three participants, the
MMNm to the speech stimuli was lateralized to the right hemisphere, which was
therefore considered as their speech-MMNm dominant hemisphere. In the further
analysis, the response parameters were compared between the hemisphere with
the strongest mean MMNm to the spoken syllable changes, namely the speechMMNm dominant hemisphere, and the hemisphere with less pronounced MMNm
to the syllable changes, namely the speech-MMNm non-dominant hemisphere, in
each participant.
The Morse code training had no statistically significant effect on the magnitude,
loci, or latency of the P1m to standard speech sounds or those of the MMNm
to syllable changes. In contrast, the MMNm to the Morse-coded syllables,
named as Morse-MMNm, varied in magnitude between the measurement
sessions whereas magnitude of the P1m response to the Morse-coded stimuli
remained approximately the same (interaction between sessions, components,
and hemispheres; (F(1,6)=9.11, p<0.05). At the group level, in the hemisphere
showing a larger MMNm to the spoken syllable changes, the mean Morse-MMNm
magnitude did not change along the training (26 vs. 28 nAm). In contrast, in the
hemisphere with less pronounced MMNm to the spoken syllables, the MorseMMNm magnitude dropped from 37 to 17 nAm at the group level (interaction
between sessions and hemispheres, F(1,6)=17.01, p<0.01; Fig. 5). Thus, before the
training, the grand-average of ECD strengths for the Morse-MMNm was stronger
in the speech-MMNm non-dominant hemisphere. After the training, the grandaverage of ECD strengths for the Morse-MMNm was stronger in the hemisphere
where also the MMNm to the spoken syllable changes was lateralized. In each
individual, there was a shift of hemispheric balance in the Morse-code processing
to the hemisphere where also stronger activity was recorded to native-language
speech sounds.
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(a)

Illustration of Morse stimuli and
results of Study V

Standard 'ki'
Deviant 'ka'
210 350
0

(b)

910 1050 1190

630

280 420

Time [ms]

840 980

Spoken syllables

31 [nAm]

Morse-coded syllables

22

Before learning

37

26

After learning

28

17

Speech-MMNm
dominant hemisphere

Speech-MMNm
non-dominant hemisphere

Figure 5. (a) The Morse stimuli (standard ‘ki’ and deviant ‘ka’) were composed
of 1000-Hz tones. The duration of the “dot” was 70 ms and that of the “dash”
210 ms. The deviant stimulus diverges from the standard stimulus at 1050 ms
(highlighted with the dashed line). (b) The mean MMNm strengths for the spoken
and Morse-coded stimuli portrayed with smoothed colouring on a standard brain
surface at the mean ECD location. For the Morse-coded syllables, the mean
MMNm strength is shown before and after the training course in the speechMMNm dominant and -non-dominant hemispheres, defined as the hemisphere
with the strongest mean MMNm to the spoken syllables obtained in the 2 recording
sessions.
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4.2.2. Localization of speech-sound processing in neonates (Study VI)
Magnetic responses elicited by changes in vowel formant structure and
fundamental frequency (F0) were recorded in newborn infants. The standard
stimulus /a:/ elicited a single, broad response around 250 ms (Lengle et al., 2001;
Huotilainen et al., 2003; Kushnerenko et al., 2002) that was modelled with an
ECD in every infant in the hemisphere closer to the MEG sensors, in one infant
also in the opposite hemisphere, and in both hemispheres in those 2 infants who
participated in the consecutive left- and right-hemisphere measurements.
The MMNm was successfully modelled, with a mean latency of 290 ms, for
the vowel change from /a:/ to /i:/ in all infants in the hemisphere closer to the
sensors. Only in one case, the response was too weak to be modelled (in the
right hemisphere of one of the 2 infants who participated in both left- and righthemisphere measurements). Further, a later response peaking around 460 ms was
observed in 5 infants (in 3 infants in the right, in one infant in the left, and in one
infant in both hemispheres). This response may correspond to the electrical later
negativity following the MMN to deviants (Cheour et al., 2001; Martynova et al.,
2003). The MMNm to the intonation change, in turn, was successfully modelled
at around 420 ms in 6 infants, but was lacking or vague in 3 infants with righthemisphere measurements and in one infant with left-hemisphere measurements.
In one infant with left-hemisphere measurements, the intonation MMNm was
prominent in the right hemisphere also.

Figure 6. (a) The spectrograms, waveforms, and F0 contours of the standard
stimulus /a:/ and the deviant stimuli /i:/ and /a:/ with a natural-sounding rising
pitch. (b) MEG responses from the left hemisphere of one infant. The dashed
circle marks the area with the most prominent responses recorded on the channels
closest to the head. Recordings from a channel with the maximal MMNm are
enlarged on the left, with the arrows indicating the time points of the equivalent
current dipoles (ECDs) shown in (c). (c) The ECDs modelled for the response to
the standard stimulus and those for the responses to the phoneme and intonation
changes. The dipole location is marked with a circle.
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Illustration of stimuli and data of one infant in Study VI
(a)
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5. Discussion
5.1. Functional specialisation underlying speech perception
In order to increase knowledge on the cortical systems underlying spokenlanguage perception, Studies I–IV explored speech-initiated activity starting from
the processing of speech-sound segments until the point of word recognition.
5.1.1. Processing of speech-sound segments
In Study I, the magnetic brain responses indicated that at about 70 ms from
stimulus onset, the stimulus type (vowels vs. chords) caused no lateralization
effects to the processing magnitude, as revealed by the analysis of P1m to the
standard stimuli. Further, the P1m loci in the two hemispheres did not statistically
differ between the stimulus types, suggesting that at this time point, the chords
and vowels activated overlapping or adjacent neuronal populations. In agreement
with these results, the magnitude of the P1m and N1m responses has been shown
not to differ between the left and right hemispheres (Shtyrov et al., 2000a,b; see
Kirveskari et al., (2006) for N1m lateralization in active tasks). The quality of
the sounds of Study I had an effect on the MMNm response, however. First, an
asymmetry in the processing magnitude was observed, as chords elicited stronger
MMNm in the right than left hemisphere whereas phonemes tended to be processed
more vividly in the left than right hemisphere. The phonemes failed to produce,
presumably due to their short duration, a distinct left-hemisphere lateralization,
however corroborating the results of PET recordings with an identical paradigm
only with longer phonetic stimuli (Tervaniemi et al., 2000) and with several
other MMNm studies using phonemes or syllables as stimuli (Näätänen et
al., 1997; Alho et al., 1998; Shtyrov et al., 2000b). Further, in addition to the
hemispheric lateralization of responses to changes in the chords and phonemes,
the two acoustically comparable stimulus contrasts activated different neuronal
populations within the left and right hemispheres. The fact that the speech vs.
non-speech status of sounds with rather similar physical structures determined
their processing magnitude and loci in the adult brain may only be explained by
experience-based modulation of neuronal networks (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1997;
Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997).
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The effect of previous experience on auditory-cortex functions was also clear
in Study II where familiar speech sounds (prototypes of native-language vowels),
unfamiliar speech sounds (non-prototype vowels), and sinusoidal tones were
contrasted. The non-prototype phonemes, physically similar to the prototypes but
not belonging to the Finnish language, provided an example for the build-up of
an acoustic short-term memory trace. As expected, the amplitude of the MMN
to deviant phonemes grew with the number of standard-stimulus repetitions,
indexing formation and strengthening of the standard-stimulus trace in auditory
memory. However, for the prototype vowels, maximal MMN amplitudes and
shortest latencies were obtained when the stimulus change occurred after only a
few (two or three) repetitions of identical stimuli. Thereafter, the MMN latency
increased and amplitude slightly decreased (Fig. 2). This MMN behavior against
the acoustic model indicates that a facilitatory effect of long-term memory occurs
at the ascending slope of trace formation in sensory memory. Thus, the acousticphonetic input was mapped to the corresponding permanent templates, with the
MMN amplitude drop presumably resulting from the termination of activation of
these templates (Winkler et al., 1999b). This finding is compatible with the current
view on auditory memory presented by Winkler and Cowan (2005): an accurately
enough matching stimulus may reactivate stored representations that incorporate
abstract features or rules, such as acoustical variation present in natural speech
(Shestakova et al., 2002), rather than the mere physical elements of sounds.
Notably, like for the prototype phonemes of Study II, only one presentation of a
reminder stimulus, e.g., a representative of a specific phoneme category, is needed
to access the stored stimulus properties.
A step towards word-level stimuli was taken in Study III where the effect
of immediate local context on speech-sound processing was investigated: in
Experiment 1, the MMNm was measured in response to a contrast of middle
syllables in a three-syllabic stimulus perceived as a meaningful word, with
Experiment 2 controlling for the quality of context by replacing the initial and
end syllables with their non-phonetic counterparts. The results indicated that
the right-hemisphere MMNm strength increases when the syllable changes are
surrounded by a speech-sound or non-speech sound context in comparison with
a condition where the same syllable stimuli are presented alone in a more global
context of speech sounds separated in time by several hundred of milliseconds.
This facilitation by the local context was statistically significant only in the
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right hemisphere known to be involved in evaluating extralinguistic features
like prosody that requires stimulus processing over longer time periods than
the duration of individual speech sounds (Ethofer et al., 2006; Strelnikov et al.,
2006). Therefore, the present result might reflect a prerequisite for processing of
contextual acoustic information.
In general, the syllable changes without and within the local speech-sound
context elicited a larger MMNm in the left than in the right hemisphere,
corroborating with the findings of the left MMNm dominance for syllables
and larger phonological units (e.g., Alho et al., 1998; Shtyrov et al., 2000b;
Pulvermüller et al., 2006). However, the left-hemisphere dominance was not
present when non-speech counterparts of the speech sounds served as the local
context for the syllables. Instead, the MMNm was stronger in the right than in the
left hemisphere. In agreement with these tentative results, Shtyrov et al. (2005)
found that a short-duration acoustic stimulus, which as a part of meaningless
non-words was evaluated as a native-language sound, produced a left-lateralized
MMNm in the context of real words only. Consequently, the engagement of the
left-hemisphere processes by fragments of speech may depend on the quality
of the immediate contextual information, with the most favourable context
presumably being speech input like words. Moreover, the activation strength
might correlate with the speech-sound position in the syllable sequence: at the
identification point where no identical word entries are available anymore and
thereafter, the full activation of word specific neuronal network(s) takes place in
the left hemisphere (Pulvermüller et al., 2004, 2006). Thus, the critical syllables
being in a middle position of three syllabic word-like stimuli might have caused
the lack of strengthening of the MMNm to the syllable changes surrounded by
speech sounds in the left hemisphere in the present study.
5.1.2. Processing stages preceding word recognition
In natural speech, the activation of memory traces for lexical units, i.e., words,
is an ongoing process affected by previous sentence context. The search and
evaluation of word candidates that match with the acoustic-phonetic input
requires processing of the phonological aspects of speech-sound segments, e.g.,
word beginnings, with this effort being reflected in the ERPs by phonological
mismatch negativity (PMN; Connolly et al., 1990, 1992; Connolly & Phillips,
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1994; Newman et al., 2003). The results of Study IV extend previous findings by
providing information on the loci of cortical generator(s) for the PMN response:
the PMNm seems to be generated in neuronal substrates at least partly distinct
from those underlying the N1m and N400m-like responses, as the source for
the PMNm was located anteriorly to the sources for the N1m and N400m-like
response in the left hemisphere. These results are in line with the topographical
differences for the PMN and the N400 observed in previous EEG data (Connolly
et al., 1990, 1992, 2001; Connolly & Phillips, 1994; Hagoort et al., 2000; van den
Brink et al., 2001, D’Arcy et al., 2004). In particular, high-resolution EEG data
from an identical experimental task have earlier suggested a left anterior source
for the PMN (Connolly et al., 2001). D’Arcy et al. (2004) found evidence for
an additional source in the inferior parietal region however in a task requiring
sentence-level judgements on semantic congruency.
Similarly as in Connolly et al.’s (2001) EEG data, later N400m-like activity
following the PMNm was observed for both words and non-words even though
no semantic evaluation of the stimuli was required. The posterior-temporal source
configuration for this N400m-like response resembled the N400m source loci
described for sentence-ending auditory or visual words that violate semantic
expectations created by sentence context (Halgren et al., 2002; Helenius et al.,
1999, 2002; Simos et al., 1997; Mäkelä et al., 2001), and fMRI activation patterns
to ambiguous words (Rodd et al., 2005). Recently, syllables presented alone in
attentive tasks were reported to elicit an N400m equal to that to words (Bonte et
al., 2006), validating the nature of the later activity in Study IV.
Taken together, the present findings agree with fMRI and PET results suggesting
that the subprocesses in speech perception, identified in psycholinguistic models
(Altmann, 1990; Marslen-Wilson, 1990), are coupled with hierarchical neuronal
organization. Areas within the superior temporal cortex react to acoustic-phonetic
features of speech sounds (Obleser et al., 2006; Uppenkamp et al., 2006) whereas
higher stimulus intelligibility produces activity in extended temporal areas
(Scott et al., 2000; Davis & Johnsrude, 2003). Similarly, the acoustic-phonetic,
phonological, and word-level processing stages, as reflected by the N1m, PMNm,
and N400m-like responses, were associated with the activation of distinct temporal
regions. More specifically, the spatial organization of cortical generators of these
temporally successive responses, exhibiting individual variation similar to that
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observed in electrical stimulation mapping in awake patients during neurosurgery
(Ojemann, 2003), suggests a processing route from mid to anterior and from
anterior to posterior left temporal areas to underlie word recognition.
5.2. Emerging functional specialisation
5.2.1. Plasticity in a mature linguistic system
The acquisition of the mother tongue modifies the ability to perceive not only
the units of the native language but also those of other languages. For instance,
the sensitivity to discriminate non-native speech stimuli decreases during the
first year of life (Werker & Tees, 1984). Further, recent electrophysiological
recordings (Nenonen et al., 2003, 2005) have confirmed that specific features of
the mother tongue, like its phonemic system and phonological properties, affect
the attainment of new languages later in life by limiting the cortical processing of
such speech-sound features that do not exist in the native language. The acquisition
of Morse code allows monitoring the emergence of neuronal correlates for an
aural communication method without a direct effect of the phonetic system of
the mother tongue to that of the learned language. Yet, the native language plays
a significant role in Morse-code learning at least in Finnish learners for whom
the coded linguistic units exactly match with the spoken-language segments.
Therefore, in the present study, the hemisphere with the stronger MMNm to the
spoken-syllable change was used as a reference for the analysis of MMNm to the
corresponding Morse-coded syllable changes. As the MMNm to speech sounds
was lateralized to the left hemisphere in four subjects and to the right hemisphere
in three subjects, the results can not, at the group level, be directly attributed to
the left and right hemispheres. Further, it should be noted that only the MMNm
lateralization of speech-sound processing, not the full variety of language skills,
was measured in the present study. The lateralization of other aspects of both
speech and Morse communication may thus differ from that attained with the
MMNm measurements. Though there are studies showing a correlation between
MMNm lateralization and handedness (Shestakova et al., 2002), the surprisingly
high proportion of right-handed subjects with right-lateralized MMNm to speech
stimuli in the present study calls for further investigations on the MMNm
lateralization obtained with different types of speech stimuli in individual
subjects.
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The grand-average of MMNm ECD strengths in Study V showed that before
the training course, the Morse-coded stimuli yet novel to the learners activated
more the hemisphere with less pronounced mean MMNm to the spoken syllable
change. As the letters of the alphabet became attached to the tone patterns, the
hemispheric MMNm balance reversed at the group level. After the training
course, the grand-average of MMNm ECD strengths for the Morse-coded stimuli
was stronger in the hemisphere where the MMNm to syllable changes was
lateralized. Notably, the effect of learning was only observed at the latency of
the MMNm response. The mean MMNm latency of 165 ms suggests that the
difference between the deviant and standard responses was not a result of, e.g.,
the deviant sound eliciting a more pronounced response due to the fact that longer
stimulus duration causes enhanced stimulus loudness (Scharf, 1978). No effects
of training were observed in the P1m response. As a reference, the neuronal
substrates generating the exogenous P1 and N1 responses have been observed
to be open to plastic changes caused by speech-sound discrimination training
(Tremblay & Kraus, 2002; Tremblay et al., 2001; Reinke et al., 2003). Further,
in contrast to the present finding of Morse learning affecting the MMNm to the
coded consonant-vowel syllables, there is evidence suggesting that training does
not affect the MMN to changes in the simple temporal relationships between the
individual Morse elements, the “dots” and “dashes” (Uther et al., 2006).
The shift in the hemispheric balance in Morse-code processing, observed in
every individual of the study, suggests that the neuronal representations for the
Morse code were presumably developed in the same hemisphere where those
for the native-language speech sounds already existed. This occurred despite the
extreme acoustic dissimilarity between the Morse code and the spoken language.
On the other hand, this “magnet” effect is understandable as the learning of Morse
relies on translation between the existing communication system, i.e., the mother
tongue, and the coded acoustic units. In order for the translation to be efficient and
automatic, the neuronal pathway linking the representations must be effective,
i.e., relatively short. Interestingly, improving proficiency in the second language
seems to correlate with increasing neuronal proximity between the native and
the attained language (Perani et al., 1998). More research is needed on experts
of Morse coding to resolve the relation between cortical representations of the
native language and Morse-code at different levels of processing and to determine
the ultimate plasticity of speech-specific temporal areas in representing sounds
totally lacking phonetic properties but still used in communicative purposes.
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5.2.2. Means for monitoring developing functional specialisation
The initial state of the infant brain at birth with respect to emerging language
skills is still extensively debated (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2006). In recent
optical tomography recordings from newborns, greater activation was found in the
left than in the right hemisphere to infant-directed speech (Penã et al., 2003), in
which the prosodic features are, however, overtly emphasized. On the other hand,
there exists evidence for bilateral processing of speech in neonates. For instance,
a newborn infant suffering from an infarct in left-hemisphere areas conducting
phonetic analysis in adults nevertheless discriminated complex speech-sound
contrasts, suggesting that the right hemisphere has equal potential capacity for
such an analysis (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2004).
Consequently, temporally and spatially accurate means for disentangling the
roles of the left and right hemisphere in processing speech vs. other complex
auditory stimuli in a typically-developing neonate are required. For this, Study VI
aimed at recording the MMNm response to speech sounds in newborn infants. Like
in the other neonatal MEG reports (Huotilainen et al., 2003; Cheour et al., 2004;
Pihko et al., 2004; Draganova et al., 2005; Sambeth et al., 2006), frequent standard
sounds produced a single broad response, whereas the infrequent deviant stimuli
typically elicited one or two peaks at latency ranges common for the neonatal
auditory responses. Further, source localization, previously reported for harmonic
tones by Huotilainen et al. (2003) and Cheour et al. (2004), was performed for
the standard stimuli and for the MMNm elicited by speech-sound changes. Like
in a typical auditory experiment in adults, the MEG signals recorded with planar
gradiometers above the infant left or right auditory areas could be interpreted as
measures of the source strengths in the left or right auditory cortices. In contrast
to this straightforward spatial correspondence between active sources and the
measurement loci in MEG, in EEG data, the largest signal, typically observed at
the fronto-central midline, is a sum of the activities in the left and right auditory
cortices. Thus, in ERPs, disentangling the left and right hemisphere sources would
require a source and conductance model that takes into account the openings in
the infant skull and the small head size as spatially close sources are even more
difficult to separate from one another. However, it should be noted that with the
adult sized MEG helmet used in the present study, source localization of both the
left- and right-hemisphere activity requires two successive recordings which were
here carried out only in two infants.
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Taken together, the results of Study VI with those of Huotilainen et al. (2003),
Cheour et al. (2004), Pihko et al. (2004), Draganova et al. (2005), and Sambeth
et al. (2006) encourage the use of MEG in the investigation and localization of
auditory processing throughout the early development. Moreover, the MMNm
response may be utilized in determining the congenital capacities of the left and
right hemispheres in higher-order auditory processing. Behavioral data from 7-8month-olds suggest that they segment speech signal and extract lexical candidates
by detecting statistical properties of speech input and formulating abstract rules
(Saffran 2001; Saffran et al., 1996; Marcus et al., 1999). Recent MMN recordings
show, however, that even the newborn brain can extract abstract rules from
auditory sequences (Carral et al., 2005; Ruusuvirta et al., 2004). Thus, whether
language lateralization results from first-order processing abilities of, e.g., fast
temporal transitions, or from the capacity to perform higher-order computations
on speech input remains to be solved by future studies.
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6. Conclusions
The present results highlight the fine-graded specialisation in cortical substrates
underlying speech perception. Informational significance and familiarity of
complex sounds like speech is coupled with neuronal specificity as early as at
the level of processing of individual stimuli, with the later-stage specialisation
presumably being reflected to the way contextual information is taken into account
in the left and right auditory cortices. Further, attention-dependent successive
processes associated with word recognition, namely the phonological and wordlevel analysis of speech input, are executed by at least partly separate left-temporal
neuronal populations. The linguistic system of adults is open to plastic changes
induced by learning to communicate with non-speech sounds, with the linking
of native-language speech sounds with Morse-code tone patterns being reflected
as neuronal proximity of the corresponding cortical substrates. Finally, the same
method employed in the attainment of speech-triggered brain activation in adults
is applicable in neonates as well, promoting future studies on the initial stage and
development of functional organization in the human brain.
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